Abstract. Let an arbitrarily small positive constant δ less than 1 and a polynomial f with integer coefficients be fixed. We prove unconditionally that f modulo p can be completely factored in deterministic polynomial time if p − 1 has a (ln p) O(1) -smooth divisor exceeding p δ . We also address the issue of factoring f modulo p over finite extensions of the prime field F p and show that p − 1 can be replaced by p k − 1 (k ∈ N) for explicit classes of primes p.
Introduction
The existence of a deterministic, polynomial-time method to factor univariate polynomials over a prime field F p is a major unsolved problem in computational number theory. The first result in this regard is due to Berlekamp [4] , who gave an algorithm with running time bound p(d ln p) O(1) , d being the degree of the polynomial f to be factored. A better, and so far best, time bound p 1 
(d ln p)
O (1) is achieved by an algorithm of Shoup [21] . Both bounds can be seen as polynomial only if p is fixed. They are in striking contrast to the complexity (d ln p) O(1) of practical methods, such as the Cantor-Zassenhaus algorithm [6] (actually dating back to Legendre), which, however, rely on radomness. This considerable gap should not be a surprise if we think of the difficulty of computing deterministically a quadratic nonresidue in F p -a problem essentially equivalent to the very special case d = 2. Nevertheless, Rónyai [19] showed under the assumption of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis that f can be factored deterministically in time (d d ln p) O(1) and thus solved conditionally the matter for fixed d. Evdokimov [7] later improved the complexity of the algorithm to (d ln d ln p) O(1) . In this article we continue a line of investigation suggested by von zur Gathen (see [10] ); it takes advantage of the multiplicative structure of p − 1 to factor f . The author of that paper devised a deterministic algorithm running in time
is the largest prime factor of p − 1 (cf. Rónyai [18] ). Shoup [22] refined the technique and obtained the bound
Analogue results were obtained for p replaced by the value Φ k (p) of the k-th cyclotomic polynomial at p [1] . All of them were proved to hold, if the Extended Riemann Hypothesis is true. Here we start out with a fixed irreducible polynomial f ∈ Z[X] and consider the problem of factoring f unconditionally modulo varying primes p.
Such a task may seem much less ambitious, yet it has a satisfactory solution (i.e. a deterministic, polynomial-time algorithm) only when f is quadratic (Schoof [20] ) or cyclotomic (Pila [14] 
, which is effectively computable with Lenstra's algorithm [12] .
We generalize Theorem 1.1 one more way, replacing p − 1 by p k − 1 (k ∈ N) for explicit classes of primes p. Of particular interest is the case k = 2.
Theorem 1.2. Let f be an irreducible polynomial of degree d in Z[X]
, and let θ be one of its complex roots. Additionally, let P be a monic polynomial of de- 
Notation
In all that follows, f is a fixed, irreducible polynomial of degree d in Z[X] and of discriminant Δ f . The number field K is the extension of Q by a complex root θ of f . In practice, we think of K as Q[X]/(f ). The class number of K is h, its ring of integers: 
, be the number of ideals, respectively principal ideals, with norm at most x that split as a product of prime ideals with norm at most y. Define ψ K (x, y) as the number of principal ideals with norm at most x that can be written as a product of principal ideals with norm at most y. The letter p denotes an odd prime number. For g ∈ Z[X], by R g we mean the quotient ring F p [X]/(g) and by R * g we mean its multiplicative group. If B is a subset of the ring R, then the symbol B stands for the multiplicative semigroup of R generated by B.
3. Ideas behind the proof of Theorem 1.1
We seek to compute (deterministically) the complete factorization of f modulo p. This is done recursively: any reducible factor g of f modulo p has to be split further. Very basic techniques allow us to reduce the problem to the case when f is monic, p Δ f , and g is a product of distinct irreducible polynomials of degree, say, e. Suppose that we have some way constructed a "small" subset F of R g \ {0}, which generates a relatively "large" multiplicative semigroup F . If F contains a zero divisor of R g , then a nontrivial factor of g is trivially found with Euclid's algorithm. If, on the other hand, there are no zero divisors of R g in F, then F is actually a subgroup of R * g . To meet this event, we have made F so large that even its image under the homomorphism raising elements to the power of , a "small" set consisting of elements of B-smooth orders in R * g . This information is sufficient to split g efficiently (Theorem 4.6) with an extension to noncyclic groups of the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm [15] for computing discrete logarithms. Now let us informally return to the question of finding a suitable set F. Assuming that f is monic and p Δ f , we can in particular identify the ring O K /(p) with R f (Lemma 4.1). Consider the diagram
where π and ρ are projections. The idea is to construct a "large" multiplicative semigroup generated by a relatively "small" subset B of the algebraically rich ring O K and to take F = ρπ(B) \ {0}. For K = Q, i.e. O K = Z, a natural way of proceeding is known from the explicit primality proofs of Fürer [9] , Fellows-Koblitz [8] , and Konyagin-Pomerance [11] . In these algorithms B can be chosen as the set of some "small" primes. The main obstacle to this approach is that O K is generally not a unique factorization domain (unless h = 1). It is still a Dedekind domain, and just as de Bruijn's function ψ (ψ = ψ Q ) counts the smooth integers in Z, the function ψ K counts the smooth ideals in O K . The finiteness of the class number h enables us to bound from below via ψ K the number of products of principal ideals with "small" norm (Lemma 4.2). Following a theorem of Fincke and Pohst, these ideals have generators equal up to units of O K to elements with "small" coordinates in the integral basis ω (Theorem 4.3). After plugging the lower bound for ψ K of Moree and Stewart (Theorem 4.4), whose result [13] generalizes a theorem of Canfield et al. [5] from K = Q to arbitrary number fields, it finally turns out that we can pick B = U ∪ A, where A is a set of elements of O K with small coordinates in ω (Lemma 4.5).
Proofs of the theorems

Lemma 4.1. If f is monic and p
Δ f , then O K /(p) = R f (within our model of K).
Lemma 4.2. There is an effective, positive constant
Proof. Let I 1 , . . . , I h be a set of representatives for the class group of K whose norms are bounded above by the Minkowski bound
, where s is the number of pairs of complex embeddings of K and Δ K is its discriminant. We will prove that the lemma holds with c 2 
Assume that the principal ideal I is a product of prime ideals with norm at most y 1 h . It is easy to show by induction on the number of these prime factors that I is a product of principal ideals with norm at most y. Just use the fact that every product of h ideals contains a principal factor. To see why, recall a general observation: in a group with h elements, the h + 1 prefixes of a product Proof. Combine the equations (3.5b), Chapter 5, and (4.3f), Chapter 6, of [16] . , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , d, ε) .
It is thus sufficient to prove that #ρ(
ch ). We invoke Theorem 4.3 to deduce that I = (η) = (α 1 )·. . .·(α l ) for some η ∈ R and α 1 , . . . , α l ∈ A. We can also write η = u·α 1 and to introduce some obvious changes.
Concluding remarks
Let γ and δ be constants, γ ≥ 1, 0 < δ ≤ 
